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STAR Student Test Questions 

Herman the Beetle 

 

 

1 What can the reader infer from the last sentence of paragraph 3? 

A Brealan’s dad was good at fishing  

B Brealan and Ashton did not want to touch the beetle 

C Brealan realizes the water had only stunned the beetle  

D Brealan’s family stopped swimming.  

 

 

2 The picture next to paragraph 6 is included to ― 

A explain how Brealan decided to name the beetle Herman  

B show the physical appearance of ox beetles like Herman  

C show the difference between female and male ox beetles 

D provide information about the length of most ox beetles   

 

 

3 The italicized section of the selection serves to ― 

A express how Brealan’s family feels about their new pet 

B distinguish the journal entry from information found on the 

Internet 

C highlight important journal entries from Brealan’s life 

D emphasize the most important ideas in the journal entry 
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4 Read this sentence from paragraph 4. 

 

 

 

The leaves, rocks, and apple wedges in this sentence represent ― 

A places for Herman to hide 

B Brealan’s care for animals 

C Herman’s natural habitat 

D the type of food ox beetles eat 

 

 

 

5 What is the best summary of the selection? 

A On a warm summer day, Brealan and her family discover a 

beetle that becomes a family pet. The beetle is friendly and 

allows Brealan to carry him. Brealan names the new family pet 

Herman.  

B While swimming with her family, Brealan discovers an unusual 

insect. The insect is an ox beetle that was accidently brought 

into her backyard. Brealan uses information from the Internet 

and discovers ox beetles make great family pets.  

C Brealan’s dad fishes out an ox beetle from the swimming pool 

drain. She learns the beetle is a male ox beetle. She decides to 

name him Herman.  

D Brealan describes her adventures with an unusual family pet.  

Her sister, Ashton, is scared of the beetle. Brealan learns he is 

friendly and names the new pet Herman. Herman likes to eat 

apples. 

Mom decided to put it in an aquarium with leaves, 

some rocks, and apple wedges. 
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6 Which of these sources does Brealan use to decide to keep Herman 

as a pet? 

A Facts collected from books she read 

B Information from her father and mother 

C Personal experience and information from the Internet 

D Facts about ox beetles and Ashton’s feelings about beetles 
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Herman the Beetle 
 

Brealan wrote the following journal entry about a strange 

discovery in her backyard. She used an article from the 

Internet to learn more about the discovery that became her 

new pet. 

 
May 11, 2009     Today our family got a new pet. But, it is no 

ordinary pet. It is an ox beetle. At first, I thought it was just 

a huge, creepy bug. Now I know this insect is special. It has 

taught me about the importance of beetles to our environment 

and how they can be great pets.  

It was about 2:30 P.M. Our family was enjoying a relaxing 

afternoon in the backyard when my sister, Ashton, screamed. 

She was pointing at something in the swimming pool drain. We 

turned to see leaves and twigs stuck in one of the drains and 

what caused Ashton to scream. Among the debris was a huge 

brown beetle. It had three long horns sticking out of its head. 

It reminded me of a rhinoceros. I wanted to get a closer look.  

My dad decided to fish the beetle out and place it on the lawn 

chair where we could examine it. Its appearance was startling. 

It was about two inches in length, round and stout. It was dark 

reddish-brown in color, soaked and stiff. It looked like it was 

dead. Within a minute, we realized we were wrong. Little by 

little, it started to move.  

After some time, the beetle began to walk around. Its brown 

color seemed to brighten, and the wings and underbelly 

became shiny. Mom saw that the mouthparts started moving. 

It did not have a stinger, so we knew it was not dangerous. We 

thought the beetle might be hungry. Mom decided to put it in 

an aquarium with leaves, some rocks, and apple wedges.  

Once in the aquarium, the beetle became very active. It began 

to crawl through the leaves and explore the rocks. We were 
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quite surprised when it ate about a third of an apple wedge. 

While it was eating, I decided to see what I could learn about 

beetles on the Internet.  

After searching a few websites, I determined the beetle we 

found was an ox beetle. Ox beetles live in the Southern United 

States. Ox beetles are 

known for their size. They 

average two and one-half 

inches in length. I also 

confirmed the ox beetle was 

male. Male ox beetles have 

three large horns, with the biggest in the center. Female ox 

beetles only develop slightly raised bumps on their head. So, 

we decided to name this beetle Herman. 

I learned that ox beetles are 

harmless and are quite helpful 

to the environment. They act as 

decomposers in nature by 

eating and recycling dead 

plants and animals. I learned 

that they like to nest in soil 

mixes used by gardeners. Mom 

recently had three new palm 

trees and mulch added to our 

backyard. I believe Herman 

was accidently brought into our yard by the gardeners. 

The Internet also gave us great information about keeping ox 

beetles as pets! We did all the right things. They prefer a dry, 

safe place with leaves, soil, and hiding places. Ox beetles enjoy 

fruit such as apple pieces. Ox beetles also like to walk around. 

I took pictures of Herman walking all over my arms and chest. 
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That evening, as we were getting ready to put him back into 

his aquarium, Herman stretched out his wings and began to 

flutter them around. He didn’t fly, but he was trying. The 

warmth, food, and excitement seemed to make him want to 

move around. I know he certainly made us move! Herman has 

made me wonder about what else may be living in my backyard. 

He is special to me and the environment. 

 

While learning about a strange discovery, Brealan finds out 

that an ox beetle could be a good pet and is important to the 

environment. 

Outcome 

9 
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4 Read this sentence from paragraph 4. 

 

 

 

The leaves, rocks, and apple wedges in this sentence represent ― 

A places for Herman to hide 

B Brealan’s care for animals 

C Herman’s natural habitat 

D the type of food ox beetles eat 

 

 

 

5 What is the best summary of the selection? 

A On a warm summer day, Brealan and her family discover a 

beetle that becomes a family pet. The beetle is friendly and 

allows Brealan to carry him. Brealan names the new family pet 
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B While swimming with her family, Brealan discovers an unusual 

insect. The insect is an ox beetle that was accidently brought 

into her backyard. Brealan uses information from the Internet 

and discovers ox beetles make great family pets.  

C Brealan’s dad fishes out an ox beetle from the swimming pool 

drain. She learns the beetle is a male ox beetle. She decides to 
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6 Which of these sources does Brealan use to decide to keep Herman 

as a pet? 

A Facts collected from books she read 

B Information from her father and mother 

C Personal experience and information from the Internet 

D Facts about ox beetles and Ashton’s feelings about beetles 
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